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abilities to quantify the ultimate impact
of the pandemic (Stokes et al.).
Third, the public health professionals
who register deaths, aid the bereaved,
and conduct mortality research (Dasgupta, p. S80) in ﬁdelity with those who
have died comprise a unique public
health resource. Funeral directors, coroners, and medical examiners play a
critical role in recording deaths accurately and in providing an essential
interface between medical systems,
legal institutions, and families of the
deceased. Like our doctors, nurses,
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emergency medical technicians, and
others, these often unrecognized ﬁrst
responders found themselves especially
challenged by the COVID-19 pandemic.
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there are those among us who want to
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Other articles in this issue convincingly
make the point that there are solutions
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managing mortality were not up to the
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challenge. Similar difﬁculties arose in

The authors jointly conceptualized, wrote, and
edited this editorial.

Puerto Rico following Hurricane Maria.
Efforts to document the death toll from
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took lawsuits before there were serious
efforts to count the losses on the island.
Many authors offer creative ﬁxes, such
as tracking unregistered deaths through
patterns of credit card use (Zimmermann et al.).
Probably the most compelling calls for
macrosolutions come from Reverby (p.
S89) and Krieger (p. S91). Reverby
observes that if public health is not
guided by a social justice approach, we
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may end up viewing the racial/ethnic
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health disparities of the COVID-19 pandemic as “normal.” Finally, Krieger calls for
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public health to step up to its responsibility for accurate, timely, and complete
mortality statistics. She reminds us all
that mortality is shaped by the sociopolitical context of current data limitations
and contextual meanings of death.
We invite you to spend some time as
well looking at the cover for this special
issue—the illustrations seek to capture
visually some of the themes covered.
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